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Lucia – “Samsara” out now on Global 
Records 
A dazzlingly cinematic release from the up-and-coming indie/pop singer  

“Lucia’s poetry is brutal like an exercise in self-flagellation, as it was carved in her own flesh, but is 

delicately sung over tastefully assembled electro-pop themes” (Bogdan Șerban, Radio Guerrilla).  

The 23-year-old Romanian indie/pop singer just released her second studio album, “Samsara”. You 

might be one of the millions of people who watched her hit YouTube video “Silence” from when she 

was a teenager, or you might remember her constant search for a proper style and tone that marked 

her debut album from 2015 (also titled “Silence”). In this year’s “Samsara”, however, we see a new 

side of Lucia – the mature, self-assured artist who brings together a crew of musicians and 

producers to complete her vision of a concept album about death and rebirth. 

Lucia – Samsara is now available worldwide on most streaming and digital music services: 

http://smarturl.it/lucia-samsara  

The music on “Samsara” is diverse, with lots of piano and strings but also a touch of electronica; you 

can hear echoes of established acts such as Regina Spektor or Aurora. “afloat” opens with an a-

cappella tune that might sound almost cute, until the instrumental layers start enveloping it and you 

realize it’s a song about a burial at sea. “edge” has a distinct burlesque/cabaret feel, while “bounds” 

and “mother” make wonderful use of the string quartet and are arguably the album’s most 

melancholy tracks, in tone with their powerful lyrics. We also see Lucia’s experimental side in songs 

such as “catastrophe” and future single “food chain”, massive tracks where the fusion between the 

studio band, the strings and the electronica elements is as compelling as ever.  

Watch the video for the lead single FRTHR: https://youtu.be/fv-W9cRkh4U  
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Ionescu at Overground Music – pr@overground.ro. 

Watch Lucia talk about the writing process for the new album and discussing the meanings behind 

each track in a short series of video testimonials on her YouTube page: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOXkhUkZzXo&list=PL2TUA5Ftc7M9KE5G0Z-7vyaffTz35SmpX  

Lucia – “Samsara” tracklist: 

1. afloat 

2. edge 

3. FRTHR 

4. bounds 

5. the perfect life 

6. mother 

7. food chain 

8. samsara 

9. catastrophe 

10. holy 

All music and lyrics on her new record were written by Lucia herself. The album was produced by a 

team of established Romanian musicians and producers from different corners of the country’s 

effervescent alternative music scene: Dan Georgescu (byron), Alexei Turcan (Travka), Robert Iulian 

(Next EX).  

Find Lucia on: 

- Facebook – https://facebook.com/luciamariaofficial 

- Instagram – https://instagram.com/luciamariaofficial  

- YouTube – https://youtube.com/luciamariaofficial  
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